Beer
ABK

Kaufbeuren, Germany

Developed under the ancient “Reinheitsgebot” German Beer Purity Laws of 1516.
Aktienbrauerei in Kaufbeuren, Bavaria can trace its roots even further than that – to
1308 – representing more than 700 years of Bavarian brewing heritage and tradition.

Hell

Helles Lager

5.0%

This is a light, bright and very satisfying beer. Lightly golden with a bubbly, medium
white head that steadily shrinks to a thin foamy lace. The aroma is soft and sweet with
grain and very flowery hops. The taste is full bodied grain with lots of green apple and
light but persistent hints of pine and herbs, with a light bitterness that persists through
to the finish.

330ml bottle £2.50

Dunkel

500ml bottle £3.00

Dark Lager

5.0%

Gloriously dark, rich and fruity aromatic beer. This wonderful top fermented beer is
coupled with notes of caramel and dark chocolate. Munich is famous for its iconic
“Dunkels” and we thin ours is right up there and represents ABK’s roots and
regionality.

500ml bottle £3.00

Hefeweizen

Wheat Beer

5.3%

A top fermented, fruity, aromatic and lively full-bodied beer – with a wonderful honey
yellow colour and a strong foam generation. Our wheat beer has a natural yeast
cloudiness and sediment. Easy drinking with soft floral flavours. Bavaria is famed for its
wheat beers and ours is particularly easy drinking and highly regarded.

500ml bottle £3.00

Edel

Spezialbier

5.8%

If you like a more malty beer with a lovely pillowy head, a deep gold colour and packed
with malt, Edel is the one for you. Hops mixed with a biscuit sweetness and a freshly
baked bread aroma with hints of sweet apples and pears. Easily drinkable, crisp and
refreshing.

500ml bottle £3.50

Radler

Beer & Lemonade Mix 2.8%

Radler comes from the word “bicycle” and the need for a refreshing, less alcoholic
beverage on a bicycle ride through the Bavarian countryside. The story goes that a
German innkeeper was waiting for his cyclist visitor when he found out that he didn’t
have enough beer, so he blended the remaining beer with fresh citrus lemonade. The
cyclists really liked the new drink, and so became Radler. A 50/50 mix of ABK Edel and
organic Leo Lemonade, also made by ABK. Best served ice cold!

500ml bottle £2.30

Fendt Ernte Gold

Helles Lager

5.0%

Balanced, hoppy and malty, bottom-fermented full beer. Rich, golden yellow colour with
a clear and shiny appearance, a good frothy beer with good retention of head.

500ml bottle £3.00

Fendt Katana Pils

Pilsner Lager

5.0%

Sparkling, slim, hoppy, bottom-fermented full beer. Light fresh yellow in colour with a
clear, shiny appearance.

330ml bottle £3.00

Fendt Vario Weizen

Wheat Beer

5.3%

Fruit-aromatic, tangy, top-fermented full-bodied beer. A rich bronze colour with good
foam retention. This beer has a natural yeast sediment.

500ml bottle £3.50

Fendt Dieselross OEL

Märzenbier

5.9%

This is a malt and caramel-rich Märzenbier with a pronounced body. A wonderful amber
colour – full-bodied with sweet caramel notes, soft and mild to drink with a long, sweet
finish.

500ml bottle £3.50

AND UNION

Munich, Germany

Modernist Bavarian Beer portfolio. A collection of genuine Bavarian craft beers endowed
with the legacy and integrity of the “Reinhestsgebot” (German Purity Law) – and yet
designed, crafted and packaged to appeal to a modern, global, contemporary palate and
lifestyle. The ethos is the combination of a deep appreciation for the past, and a passion
for a better, brighter future. The Bavarian code of purity and integrity colliding with
the spontaneity of punk, new wave, the avant-garde and the modernist mantra.

Wednesday

Wheat Beer

5.0%

Bavarian Wheat Beer. A true and traditional unfiltered Bavarian Weiss … with a modern
twist. Over the hump, give me the hops!

330ml can £3.00

Thursday

Dark Lager

5.0%

Unfiltered Dark Lager. A rich, toasty & complex yet light bodied & refreshing unfiltered
dark lager. Warming you up for the weekend!

330ml can £3.00

Friday

IPA

6.5%

Unfiltered India Pale Ale. Our unique take on the American-style India Pale Ale (IPA) –
It’s Friday, you’ve earned it!

330ml can £3.00

Saturday

Lager

5.0%

Unfiltered Helles Lager. An old school lager. Unfiltered, unpasteurised & bursting with
flavour. A Supremely versatile pairing with weekend festivities

330ml can £3.00

Sunday

Pale Ale

5.0%

Unfiltered Pale Ale. A balanced and gently spiced, easy-like-Sunday-morning pale ale.

330ml can £3.00

Atom Brewing Co.

Hull, England

The science of brewing. Founded by scientists with a passion for beer in 2014. The name
Atom represents science, education, transparency, and simplicity. Producing beers that
are drinkable, approachable, and flavour-forward.

Schrödinger’s Cat

Bitter

3.5%

This beer is a paradox. Brewed low in alcohol but high in body and flavour. A malty
backbone supports a big it of hops.

330ml can £3.00

Pulsar

Pilsner

4.4%

A classic German Pilsner modernised by new age hops. Bright in flavour. Crisp,
refreshing and with a citrus led hoppy finish.

330ml can £3.00

Prism

New England Pale Ale 4.5%

Ripe mango, soft tangerine and sweet melon combine to create a tropical, juicy and
quaffable beer.

440ml can £4.00

Dark Matter

Chocolate Stout

4.5%

Brewed with tons of oats and a touch of sea salt, Dark Matter is a rich and creamy
chocolate delight.

440ml can £4.00

Critical Temperature

Coffee Porter

5.5%

Our robust Coffee Porter is thick and indulgent. Showcasing local coffee from The
Blending Room.
440ml can £4.00

Oscillations

Blueberry IPA

5.8%

A smashable IPA packed with ripe blueberry and tropical hop medley of Sabro and
Mosaic. Summer in a glass, with a hint of red grape.
440ml can £4.50

Synapse

Peach & Kiwi Sour

6.0%

A refreshing fruited sour bursting with ripe peach and zingy kiwi flavour, with added
lactose for a smooth, creamy body.
440ml can £4.50

Convex Geometry

Rum & Raisin
Brown Ale

6.0%

Rich and sweet flavours of dark fruits, caramel and cinnamon combine with Belgian
yeast to create this smooth, luxurious and easy drinking brown.
440ml can £4.50

Hypersleep

Banoffee Imperial
Stout

11.0%

A sweet and decadent Imperial Stout inspired by Banoffee Pie. A full flavoured stout
base is backed up with banana, brown sugar and vanilla with a bitter chocolate finish.
440ml can £7.00

Beavertown Brewery

London, England

British craft brewery based in Tottenham, London. Founded by Logan Plant, son of
Robert Plant of Led Zeppelin.

Nanobot

Micro IPA

2.8%

Nanobot, our perfectly poised 2.8% Super Session IPA is packed with power-hitting
citrus notes of grapefruit and tangerine, a tropical twist of pina colada and a refreshing
piney bitter finish all from a Sabro and Simcoe dry hop to give you the full body and hop
forward flavour of a regular 5% IPA at a lower ABV that you can session for hours.
330ml can £3.00

Luchanaut

Lager & Lime

4.4%

Brand new, refreshing, zesty and made for the sun, this high-flying beer is best shared
with mates. Luchanaut is our Mexican wrestling inspired, 4.4% Radler-style, Lager &
Lime sensation. Crisp and fresh lager with a hint of sweet, zesty lime. This where the
party is at for your Royal Rule of 6 Rumble.
330ml can £3.50

Lupuloid

IPA

6.7%

The most notable thing is that it is our first straight up IPA, no funny business, just
malt, yeast, water and hops. Lots of hops.
330ml can £4.00

Brasserie Lefebvre

Quenast, Belgium

Founded on 1876 by Lules Lefebvre. Producing including the Floreffe brand of abbey
beers.

Blanche De Bruxelles

Witbier

4.5%

Easy drinking and soft, fruity-citrus wheat beer.
330ml can £2.75

Bone Machine Brew Co.

Hull, England

Two rockin’ and rollin’ brothers from Finland: “We thought it was a good to combine
the essential elements of brewing - bone for the human and machine for the technical.
Plus, we are both big music fans and our favourite artist is Tom Waits who recorded the
classic album, Bone Machine.”

Mikartistik MOREBEER

Bitterblond

4.3%

Bitterblond brewed with Mik Artistik’s Ego Trip! Like a Kolsch, but fermented with
Voss Kveik yeast, and dry-hopped with Ella. Bold, bready malt flavour, generous cut
grass bitter notes to balance, nice, dry flinty minerality on the finish.

440ml can £4.00

Nordic Barbarian

Kveik IPA

5.0%

Shut the gates, the Nordics are coming! Hazy, juicy IPA featuring Kveik yeast and
American hops with aromas of citrus fruits, a smooth malt body and a bitter finish.

440ml can £4.25

Garden of Death

New England IPA

7.0%

A juicy & naturally hazy New England India Pale Ale, bursting with notes of citrus and
stone fruits with a smooth, creamy body and dry finish.

440ml can £4.50

Brasserie Dupont

Tourpes, Belgium

A former farm dating back to 1759. In 1844 it became the Rimaux-Derrider farmbrewery, specialising in the production of honey & “Saison” beers.

Saison Dupont

Farmhouse Sour Ale

6.5%

The Saison Dupont is a top fermentation beer with refermentation in the bottle.
Coppery blond, the finest aromas and a strong bitterness transform this beer into a
thirst-quencher with no equal, just the way it was created. Dupont's selection of yeasts
is the perfect base for these typical aromas and ditto taste. A real refermentation in the
bottle, which will continue for a long time in your cellar, result into this complex and
particular aromatic beer.
330ml bottle £3.50

Budweiser Budvar

Ceské Budêjovice,
Czech Republic

Since 1895 Budweiser Budvar has brewed the finest Czech Lager in the world, made
using local ingredients and aged to perfection in our cellars in Ceské Budêjovice, South
Bohemia. Our brewery is still owned by the people of the Czech Republic. Greetings
from The Republic of Beer.

Budvar

Czech Pale Lager

5.0%

By far and away the best-known beer in the Budvar portfolio. Budvar Original is brewed
from nothing but local natural materials in a 100 days brewing cycle (90 spent
fermenting) it is universally regarded as one of the world's great lager conditioned
beers. This beer must not be confused with the popular US Brand.

500ml bottle £3.00

Chimay

Chimay, Belgium

Classic Belgian Trappiste Brewery.

Gold

Trappiste Ale

4.8%

The Chimay Gold was intended only to be consumed by the abbey monks or at the
nearby inn Auberge de Poteaupre, which is associated with the abbey.
330ml bottle £3.50

Red

Trappiste Ale

7.0%

Chimay Red is a medium bodied and rosaceous, toffee bitter-tart, dark Trappist.
330ml bottle £4.00

Coopers

Adelaide, Australia

The largest Australian-owned brewery. Independent Aussie Craft.

Coopers

Pale Ale

4.5%

This beer is naturally conditioned in the bottle or keg. This traditional Coopers brewing
method produces the trademark sediment that gives our ales a distinctive, fine cloudy
appearance. This beer is a deep golden colour and pours with a generous level of foam.
To unlock its full flavour potential, make sure to roll before pouring. No additives. No
preservatives.
375ml bottle £3.00

De Brandandere

Bavikhove, Belgium

De Brabandere Brewery looks back on a rich history, and looks to the future with equal
confidence. The dream cherished by founder Adolphe De Brabandere at the end of the
nineteenth century when he laid the foundations for his brewery in Bavikhove has come
to fruition in the successful company of today.

Bavik

Super Pils

5.2%

Bavik Super Pils obtains its unique taste and aroma from its exceptional brewing
process. Our pilsner has not been diluted, we only use aroma hops, guarantee a long and
cold maturation process, and pasteurization is out of the question. Those four elements
result in this unique pilsner. Never compromise on taste!

330ml can £3.00

Elgood’s Brewery

Wisbech, England

The North Brink Brewery was built in 1795 and the brewhouse is a classic English Ale
brewery. The brewing is carried out using equipment dating from 1910 to the present
day.

Black Dog

Dark Mild

3.6%

An award-winning cask conditioned traditional dark mild. Well balanced malt and hops
gives a pleasant aroma and taste, with splendid roasted bitter flavours.

Cambridge

500ml bottle £3.00

GF

Bitter

3.8%

A mild brown bitter with a good balance of malt and hop character to deliver a pleasing
session drink. The finest pale ale malt (made from Marris Otter barley) is blended with
torrefied wheat, invert sugar and a small amount of roast barley to ensure consistent
colour.

500ml bottle £3.00

GF

Plum Porter

Plum Porter

4.5%

A dark rich porter, with a note of roast malt and a fresh fruit aroma, with plum
flavours which enhance the dark full taste.

GF

500ml bottle £3.00

Golden Newt

Blonde Ale

4.6%

Pale in colour with prominent hoppy palate and full flavoured finish.

GF

500ml bottle £3.00

Warrior

Strong Bitter

5.5%

A truly traditional style English Bitter Ale.

GF

500ml bottle £3.00

Firestone Walker

Paso Robles, USA

Born in a converted shed on a Vineyard – now one of the world’s most decorated
breweries.

Easy Jack

Session IPA

4.0%

Easy Jack is a different breed of IPA, brewed and dry hopped with a globetrotting
selection of newer hop varieties from Germany, New Zealand and North America. This is
a beer that delivers massive hop aromas, a signature malt balance, and all of the flavour
you want from a classic IPA at just 120 calories.
355ml can £3.50

Freedom Brewery

Abbots Bromley, England

At Freedom we live by the words – independent, natural & sustainable.
That’s what sets us apart from the crowd.

Pale Ale

Pale Ale

4.2%

This is the ale you want to be flirting with. A confident pale ale with a tropical fruit
aroma. Combined with just the right balance of bitterness makes this a perfect go-to
session pale ale.
330ml bottle £3.25

Lager

Lager

4.0%

Are you thirsty for a proper lager? Well, here it is. Lovingly brewed with just four
ingredients and long matured for a fuller flavour. Light. Crisp. British. It’s the lager
that’ll make you love lager all over again.
440ml bottle £3.25

Früh

Cologne, Germany

Kölsch - brewed in accordance with the Kölsch Konvention - cannot be brewed outside
of the state.

Kölsch

Kölsch

4.8%

Rich and sweet flavours of dark fruits, caramel and cinnamon combine with Belgian
yeast to create this smooth, luxurious and easy drinking brown.
500ml can £3.50

Full Circle Brew Co.

Newcastle, England

Located in Hoults Yard, Full Circle Brew Co is within easy reach of the city centre, in the
craft beer haven of the Byker/Walker/Ouseburn communities.

Repeater

Session IPA

4.2%

The label on this one contains echoes of where our journey began, County Durham. Who
fancies a sesh? Tropical hops, soft and smooth. Well hopped can of joy. Light and clean
but it's dangerously drinkable. A mid-week marvel.
440ml can £4.00

Hoop

American Pale Ale

5.5%

Hoop is our American Pale Ale. It's delicious and smooth with a label that harks back to
the shipbuilding history of Tyneside. Easy-drinking but not low on flavour. Balance is
our mission here.
440ml can £4.00

Looper

IPA

6.4%

Our flagship beer and core IPA, Looper is our pride and joy. With our pick of the
Newcastle Quayside skyline on the label, it's a testament to the place where we make
our home.Soft and juicy with zesty sweet lemon and lime. Hugely drinkable. Hopped up
to the eyes, bitterness takes a back seat to gentle grapefruit.
440ml can £4.00

Kiuchi Brewery

Kounosu, Japan

Japanese brewers and Saki producers.

Hitachino Nest Ale

Witbier

5.5%

Refreshing, mildly hopped Belgian-styled beer with a complex flavour of coriander,
orange peel, nutmeg. Hitachino Nest's flagship beer.
350ml can £3.50

Huyghe Brewery

Melle, Belgium

Home of the pink elephant beer.

Delirium Tremens

Blonde

8.5%

The DT’s. Cult beer of Belgium.
330ml bottle £4.50

Loch Lomond Brewery

Dumbarton,
Scotland

Scotland’s brewery of the year 2020. From the banks of Loch Lomond. Perfectly blending
the modern & the traditional.

Bonnie & Blonde

Pale Ale

4.0%

Floral and orange aromas leading to a slightly sweet malty biscuit flavour that is
rounded off with a light citrus finish.
440ml can £2.75

Southern Summit

American Pale Ale

4.0%

A juicy citrus fruit aroma leads to a full-on grapefruit flavour that is rounded off with a
refreshing bitter finish.
440ml can £2.75

Zoom Time

New England IPA

4.5%

Passionfruit and peach aromas leading to citrus fruits and pineapple flavours followed
by a sweet juicy finish.
440ml can £2.75

Silkie Stout

Oatmeal Stout

5.0%

A roast coffee aroma leads to a rich, chocolate flavour that is rounded off with a smooth
and creamy finish.
440ml can £2.75

Lost in Mosaic

New World IPA

5.0%

Pineapple and citrus aromas lead to orange and melon flavours followed by a fresh
citrus finish.
440ml can £2.75

Helles Glen

Helles Lager

5.2%

Our new world pilsner. Floral and citrus aromas lead to a balanced and malty flavour
that is rounded off with a dry crisp finish.
440ml can £2.75

Bravehop

IPA

6.0%

Marmalade and pine aromas lead to caramel and apricot flavours followed by a
bittersweet finish.
440ml can £3.00

Safesurfer

NZ Pilsner

5.0%

A lychee and passionfruit aroma leads to a crisp malt base and all wrapped up with a dry
lingering finish. A collaborative brew with Yeastie Boys.
440ml can £3.50

Oompa Lupulin

Double IPA

8.0%

Imperial IPA - This was our first Imperial / Double IPA first released back in 2018 when
we rebranded and moved into 440ml cans.
440ml can £4.00

Lost Monster

Imperial Stout

10.0%

Cascade & Sorachi Ace. Aromas of dark fruits and cocoa lead to full on sticky toffee
pudding flavour followed by a dark chocolate flavour.
440ml can £4.50

Magic Rock

Huddersfield, England

Inspired by local brewing traditions & the vibrant U.S. craft beer scent. The cans are
works of art.

Saucery

Session IPA

3.9%

A supernatural session IPA made for drinking all day long. Lightly sweet and malty
Golden Promise™ malt, a balanced bitterness and layers of tropical fruit filled Citra and
Ekuanot hops in whirlpool and dry hop. Fermented with London Fog Ale yeast to add
more fruity body, and enhance malt and hop profile. Gluten Free.
330ml can £3.00

Salty Kiss

Gooseberry Gose

GF

4.1%

Originally a collaboration brew with Kissmeyer Beer. A traditional German style Gose,
flavoured with Gooseberry, Sea Buckthorn and Sea Salt. Tart, lightly sour, fruity and
refreshing with a defined saltiness an excellent accompaniment to food.
330ml can £3.00

High Wire

West Coast Pale

5.5%

High Wire is our tribute to the Pale Ales of the West Coast of America, beers
unapologetically hop forward in character. Let your taste buds walk this test of balance.
Mango, lychee and lip-smacking grapefruit flavours harmonise against a smoothly
composed malt base, which develops into a crisply bitter finish. Are you ready for our
tightrope of taste.
330ml can £3.50

Dark Arts

Surreal Stout

6.0%

Dark Arts blends 4 malts and bags of whole hops to deliver a decadently deep and
indulgent experience. A luxuriously smooth mouthfeel, is followed by spicy hop notes
and full flavours of chocolate, liquorice, blackberries and figs. The finish is rich and
satisfying with a lingering roasted bitterness. Our stout will convert you to the dark
side.
330ml can £3.50

Marble

Manchester, England

Since 1997, we’ve been brewing forward-thinking and genre-defining beer. From the
more traditional cask beers to contemporary craft beers – long championed innovative,
flavour-forward brewing.

Metric (Pint-ish)

Session Ale

3.9%

Whatever measure you drink it in, our 3.9% session ale is brewed with an all pale malt
bill and then hopped with a blend of New Zealand and US hops. Our benchmark beer
promises a burst of zesty aromas, uplifting grapefruit flavours and a subtle lemongrass
finish.
500ml can £4.00

Manchester Bitter

Bitter

4.2%

Our most traditional core beer is inspired by a Manchester stalwart; a fondly
remembered original. Speciality malt gives the deep golden colour and robust base,
balanced by crisp bitterness and a floral, lemony aroma.
500ml can £4.00

Möbru

Mö Town, England

Mö Fruit Beers. Belgian-style, UK-brewed fruit wheat beers. Fruity. Delicious.
Gluten-free.

Mö Strawberry

Strawberry Wheat
Beer

4.0%

Real strawberry juice is added to the Witbier base to deliver a full fruity drink with a
vibrant red colour, a pink foamy head & a delicious fruit aroma. Sweet, yet balanced,
smooth & gently carbonated, it looks & smells as good as it tastes. Gluten-free.
330ml bottle £2.75

GF

Mö Raspberry

Raspberry Wheat
Beer

4.0%

The raspberry juice compliments the zestiness of the wheat beer, balanced by the special
spice mix & restrained sweetness. Pilsner malt. malted wheat & a blend of Saaz &
Styrian Goldings hops provides a fresh, mouth-watering drinking experience you won't
forget. Gluten-free.

GF

330ml bottle £2.75

Mö Mango

Mango Wheat Beer

4.0%

Our mango beer is light, fruity & juicy. An easy-drinking delight with a mild bitterness
level, designed to deliver a delicate hop character. It's sweet, not a sour & deliciously
refreshing. Gluten-free.

GF

330ml bottle £2.75

Mö Banana

Banana Wheat Beer

4.0%

Banana juice is blended with the Belgian-style Witbier to deliver a premium, smooth
beer. A sweet, yet restrained full fruity drink with a light carbonation & a beautiful
banana aroma. Gluten-free.

GF

330ml bottle £2.75

Modelo

Mexico City, Mexico

Iconic Mexican sunshine beers.

Modelo Especial

Pale Lager

4.5%

One of the leading imported beers in the US, Modelo especial is a full-flavoured pilsner
brewed with premium two-row barley malt that gives it a slightly sweet, well-balanced
taste with a light hops character and crisp finish.
355ml bottle £2.50

Pacifico Clara

Pale Lager

4.5%

A Mexican pilsner-style beer. Golden, well-carbonated and refreshing - best enjoyed with
a wedge of lime and a BBQ. Made with filtered water, malted barley, hops, corn and
yeast.
355ml bottle £2.50

Moritz

Barcelona, Spain

The original craft beer from Barcelona. 160 years of history.

Original

Lager

4.7%

The craft beer of Barcelona. Our first beer, the most popular, the one you drink for an
aperitif in Barcelona or in a last-minute toast in a bar in L'eixample. Le Plana de Vic.
330ml bottle £2.50

Olympic Brewery

Ritsona-Evia, Greece

Launched in Greece in 1997.

Mythos

Pale Lager

5.0%

Mythos is the contemporary Greek lager with rich foam, shiny blonde colour and
pleasant refreshing taste. Moreover, hoppy notes are combined with a mild sweetness
and a long-lasting aftertaste. Having an easy open cap, guarantees the pleasure for every
fuelling fun moment being the ideal choice at the bar, beach or square.
330ml bottle £2.50

North Brewing Co.

Leeds, England

Founded by the pioneers behind Leeds’ legendary North Bar – Britain’s 1st & best craft
beer bar.

Sputnik

American Pale Ale

5.0%

Everyone's favourite hazy-but-crisp American pale ale. Light in colour and body with
assertive piney bitterness and a fruity candy aroma.
330ml can £3.00

Herzog

Kölsch

5.0%

The perfect summer Beer! A Kolsch Style Beer, this is a hybrid of Lager and Ale.
Fermented with genuine Kolsch yeast at ale temperatures, then lagered for 3 weeks. We
added a little twist by dry hopping it with German Tettnang Hops. Crisp and refreshing
with a hoppy fruitiness.
330ml can £3.00

Northern Monk

Leeds, England

One of the leading lights of the UK craft brewing scene, combining traditional monastic
brewing and modern techniques.

Eternal

Session IPA

Light, citrussy, refreshing.
330ml can £3.00

4.1%

Oskar Blues

Longmont, USA

Leading the “Craft Beer In A Can” movement. Try the beer that started it all.

One-Y

100 Calorie Hazy IPA

4.0%

100-Calorie Hazy IPA dry-hopped with El Dorado, Comet, and Citra hops.
355ml can £3.00

Pabst

Milwaukee, USA

Original U.S. iconic brewery.

Pabst Blue Ribbon

American Lager

American classic.
473ml can £3.00

4.6%

Raven Hill

Kilham, England

We believe that nothing tastes as good as a refreshing beer after a day of adventure. So,
our mission is to produce the tastiest, most refreshing beers that do just that.

Chasm

Jnr NEIPA

4.8%

Following the success of Ravine, our New England IPA, we decided to make it
sessionable. And this is it! The tropical fruit flavours make it just as refreshing as
Ravine, its just lighter.
440ml can £4.50

Arete

Chocolate Stout

6.0%

A delicious Chocolate stout created using cocoa nibs, various dark chocolatey malts and
lots of oats for body and touch of luxury. Vegan friendly like all of our beer.
440ml can £4.50

SALT Beer Factory

Saltaire, England

Our purpose is to create pleasure through beer – This is why we exist. Craft beer is our
means to impact people above & beyond their taste buds.

Calico

Session Pale

4.0%

A gluten-free pale ale, low in bitterness with hints of grapefruit & marmalade.
330ml can £3.25

Citra

Citra NEIPA Junior

Our take on a session strength (junior) New England IPA, a junior juice bomb!
440ml can £4.00

4.3%

Seersucker

Session Sour IPA

4.3%

Dank hop notes of green mango and citrus fruit are followed by a zesty sour finish.
440ml can £4.25

Hessian

Coffee & Cacao Stout

6.2%

A dark & roasty beer infused with coffee, cacao & vanilla. Brewed with a special,
bespoke blend from our friends at Jolly Bean Roastery, roasting small batch, ethically
sourced speciality coffee in the heart of Saltaire.

GF

440ml can £4.50

Tram

Double IPA

8.0%

A double NEIPA. Hazy, juicy and packed full of tropical and stonefruit aromas.
440ml can £5.00

IKAT

DDH DIPA

8.0%

A smooth DDH DIPA with intense tropical fruit and citrus hop aromas. Full-bodied with
bags of tropical character. Expect guava, mango, passion fruit and lychee. These fruit
flavours make way for mellow notes of honey with a smooth but bold finish.
440ml can £5.00

Sapporo

Tokyo, Japan

The original. The icon. The “silver bullet” can.

Sapporo

Premium Beer

5.0%

The original. The icon. Sapporo Premium Beer is a refreshing lager with a crisp, refined
flavour and a clean finish. The perfect beer to pair with any meal and any occasion.
Kampai!
660ml can £6.00

Schöfferhofer

Mainz, Germany

Mix up German wheat beer & fresh grapefruit juice - a unique refreshing, tangy hint of
sunshine.

Schöfferhofer

Grapefruit Radler

2.5%

The world's first grapefruit wheat beer, a true 50/50 blend of Schöfferhofer Hefeweizen
with grapefruit juice. Zesty, tangy and incredibly refreshing on its own, Schöfferhofer
Grapefruit is also quickly becoming one of the bartenders and mixologists best kept
secret.
500ml can £2.50

Timmermans

Itterbeek, Belgium

Timmermans has kept the tradition of the true Lambic alive for over 300 years now.
This unique beer, made with 30% wheat, is brewed in Itterbeek, in the oldest active
Lambic brewery. At its origin is a miracle: micro-organisms in the air of the Senne valley
end up in the wort and cause spontaneous fermentation.

Timmermans Kriek

Lambic Cherry Beer

4.0%

An immense cherry flavour, agreeably sweet and fruity bouquet - a long lingering taste
with a powerful nose.
330ml bottle £3.50

Timothy Taylor

Keighley, England

Famous family-owned brewery from West Yorkshire. Landlord is Madonna’s favourite
beer!

Landlord

Pale Ale

4.1%

The drinkers' favourite. Classic full flavoured pale ale. Landlord has won more awards
nationally than any other beer and is the go-to drink for any cask ale lover.
500ml bottle £3.50

Twisted Wheel

Warrington, England

Craft brewery celebrating the spirit of Northern Soul.

Sunday Sessions

Pale Ale

3.8%

Inspired by Northern Soul Sunday Sessions – this straw-coloured Session Pale is wellhopped with a vibrant finish. This beer is unfiltered, unfined and unbelievably good.
440ml can £3.75

Westmalle

Westmalle, Belgium

Classic Belgian Trappiste brewery.

Dubbel

Dubbel

Medium bodied and soothing, bitter-chocolatey.
330ml bottle £3.50

7.0%

Williams Bros.

Alloa, Scotland

Brotherhood of brewers, creating unique beers while enjoying life in & out of the mash
tun.

Marshall

Amped Up Lager

4.6%

A classic, crisp and clean Rockstar lager. A can that’s amped up with four hops and
tuned for maximum refreshment with citrus riffs and a fresh, zesty aroma.
330ml can £3.25

Caesar Augustus

Lager IPA Hybrid

4.1%

This Lager /IPA hybrid is a revolution in refreshment and flavour. All the crisp clean
notes of the finest lager but with the discrete bitter finish of a well-balanced IPA. It's not
confused about what it wants' to be, it's just the best of both worlds.
330ml can £3.25

Che Guava

Lager

3.5%

Low man on the Totem Pole; this lager delivers a totally tropical explosion of guava
gratification on your tongue. With aromas of tropical fruit, citrus & champagne,
this brut-style guava lager finishes dry but yet is still very refreshing. Gluten free.

GF

500ml can £3.50

Róisin

Tayberry Beer

4.2%

Róisín is our very own fruit beer. We brew a light, crisp blonde ale and add bucket loads
of Tayberries into cold tank. The Tayberry is a cross between a Raspberry & a
Blackberry, (relative of the American 'Loganberry'). The fruit is named after the Tay
region in which it is grown. Róisín pours champagne pink with sweet hop & berry
aromas which also carry through to the taste, with a satisfyingly lightly tart finish.
440ml can £3.50

Talking Head

American Pale Ale

4.4%

This Extra Pale Ale is an assertive blend of US hops. Through aromas of pine, a
bitter tomahawk of soft ripe & tropical fruit explodes on the pallet. A crisp & fruity
American Extra Pale Ale where the hops lead the way, backed up by just a touch of
wheat.
500ml can £3.50

Joker

IPA

5.0%

There's at least one in every pack and this is our very own agent of chaos. Created from a
complex layer of malts and blended hops, this well-balanced IPA delivers satisfaction
every time. Golden in the glass, fruity on the nose with hints of cedar. Joker IPA is
bitter/sweet, full of flavour and is sure to put a smile on your face.
500ml can £3.50

Tin Man

Tropical IPA

5.5%

The Head Honcho of the Totemic Range, this tribal IPA is pale & powerful with heavy
hitting tropical notes. Brewed with our fruitiest hops, set against a slightly sweet
Vienna malt backbone.
500ml can £3.50

Chokka Blokka

Chocolate Coffee
Stout

5.5%

This Mayan inspired brew is a mocha lover’s delight: a blend of ethically sourced coffees
from around the world combine with toasted cacao nibs to deliver an intense stout for
the ages. Chokk-a-blokk with notes of roast coffee and a nice dark chocolatey finish, this
well-balanced stout is loaded with oats for a full creamy texture. Extra bonus is it is also
lactose free & 100% vegan friendly.
500ml can £3.50

Double Joker

IPA

5.0%

How do you improve on a stone-cold classic?... Double it up of course! Bitter-sweet, with
a big hop punch Double Joker in the bigger, stronger brother to our legendary Joker
IPA bigger and stronger brother. A bold Scottish style Imperial IPA: generously hopped
& devilishly flavoursome.
440ml can £3.50

Wold Top Brewery

Hunmanby, England

Yorkshire Brewery using home grown and sustainable sourced ingredients.

Wold Top Bitter

Bitter

3.7%

Our first, flagship and still our best-selling bitter. Wold Top Bitter is a light amber
coloured, crisp clean aromatic session bitter. Home grown Barley malt and Northdown
hops give an unusually full flavour and a long hoppy finish for its abv.
500ml bottle £3.25

Angler’s Reward

Pale Ale

4.0%

The ultimate catch, a refreshing golden pale ale with a fruity bitterness and lingering
aftertaste. Certainly, a beer to help create those “one that got away” stories! Brewed
with home grown malts and hopped with the fruity Cascade and Goldings hops.
500ml bottle £3.25

Wold’s Way

Pale Ale

4.0%

A golden pale ale, triple-hopped to give a fruity bitterness.
500ml bottle £3.25

Headland Red

Red Beer

4.3%

A red beer to halt you in your tracks, giving you a warm red glow! A mellow malty
flavour, from Wold grown barley, dark crystal malt and roasted barley. Hopped with
Progress hops.
500ml bottle £3.25

Against The Grain

Bitter

4.5%

Wold Top Against The Grain has been declared the most beer like of all gluten free and
low gluten free beers in taste tests. Made from lager malt, maize, hops and yeast, it is a
premium full flavoured bitter beer with a good creamy head, refreshing bitterness and
citrus aftertaste. The gluten content is certified to be well below the required codex
standard of 20 ppm.

GF

500ml bottle £3.25

Wold Gold

Blonde

4.8%

A heady mix of Wold grown Barley, Wheat and Cara malt hopped with Goldings and
Styrian hops give the beer it's soft, fruity flavour with a hint of spice. This is the beer to
drink whilst basking in the sun on bank holidays or any days!
500ml bottle £3.25

Marmalade Porter

Porter

5.0%

A complex rich dark porter with a sweet malty base, overtones of bitter orange and
hints of coffee and chocolate. The name ‘Porter’ came about as a result of its popularity
with Eighteenth Century street and river porters. Dark, Sweet, Citrusy.
500ml bottle £3.25

Scarborough Fair

IPA

6.0%

Strong and well hopped for the voyage sending IPA from the Wolds to the World.
Interestingly brewed with a pale Wold grown malt base and a triple blend of hops.
500ml bottle £3.50

Shepherd’s Watch

Dark Ale

6.0%

A rich dark ale, with an underlying maltiness, and a subtle fruit aroma, ideal
for keeping the chill of Winter at bay. The roasted barley and pale chocolate malt give a
deep red hue, the hop combination of Progress, Styrian Goldings and Cascade create
bitterness with a soft spicy yet fruity edge.

500ml bottle £3.50

Swell

Barrel Aged Beer

12.0%

Swell is a dark beer brewed specifically for barrel-aging; the recipe was developed to
hold the flavours from the casks without being overwhelmed. It’s rich, fruity and full of
flavour. It has spent 11 months in a combination of casks from the Spirit of Yorkshire,
each of which had previously held maturing spirit from the distillery, including a PX
(Pedro Ximenez) cask which is extremely rare in the world of barrel-aging, as well as an
STR cask (red wine cask which has been shaved, toasted and recharred to really enhance
flavour and maturation). The bourbon casks were all from Distillery Projects 003,
which won a Liquid Gold (95/100) award from Jim Murray in his 2020 Whisky Bible,
unprecedented for a not-quite-whisky. Swell is the first in the Ebb and Flow series of
barrel-aged beers from Wold Top Brewery. Future releases will explore different styles
of beer, matured in different whisky cask types, all coming from the Spirit of Yorkshire
Distillery.
330ml bottle £6.00

Barrel Wave

Barrel Aged Beer

9.1%

This is the second release of the Ebb and Flow series of barrel-aged beers. It is
Scarborough Fair IPA, aged in Spirit of Yorkshire whisky casks for 8 months.
330ml bottle £5.00

Landmark

Lager

4.2%

A finely crafted British Lager. Notes of honey, herbs and lemon, together with lightly
toasted malts give a cool, crisp and refreshing brew.
330ml bottle £3.00

Cider
Colemans Cider Co.

Driffield, England

Crafting real cider from local fruit in the heart of the Yorkshire Wolds. Free from
artificial sweeteners, flavourings and preservatives.

Sweet

Sweet Cider

6.0%

A sweet tasting eastern counties style cider handcrafted in the Yorkshire Wolds using
locally source desert, culinary and crab apples.
500ml bottle £4.00

Medium

Medium Cider

6.0%

An easy drinking medium eastern counties style cider handcrafted in the Yorkshire
Wolds using locally sourced desert, culinary and crab apples.
500ml bottle £4.00

Dry

Dry Cider

6.0%

A dry eastern counties style cider handcrafted in the Yorkshire Wolds using locally
sourced desert, culinary and crab apples.
500ml bottle £4.00

Pear

Pear Cider

6.0%

A fruity eastern counties style cider handcrafted in the Yorkshire Wolds using locally
sourced pears together with desert, culinary and crab apples.
500ml bottle £4.00

Rhubarb

Rhubarb Cider

4.0%

A fruity medium sweet eastern counties style cider handcrafted in the Yorkshire Wolds
using locally sourced rhubarb and desert, culinary and crab apples.
500ml bottle £4.00

Rosé

Rosé Cider

6.0%

A fruity medium sweet eastern counties style cider handcrafted in the Yorkshire Wolds
using locally sourced strawberries, raspberries and desert, culinary and crab apples.
500ml bottle £4.00

Willowtree Cider

Alnwick, England

Fruit cider, from Northumberland.

Rhubarb & Mango

Rhubarb & Mango
Cider

A fruity sweet cider.
500ml bottle £3.25

4.0%

Gin
Northern Fox Gin

Beverley, England

The North Brink Brewery was built in 1795 and the brewhouse is a classic English Ale
brewery. The brewing is carried out using equipment dating from 1910 to the present
day.

Yorkshire Dry Gin

40.0%

Inspired by the refined methods of the London Dry Gin distillers. Our original awardwinning Yorkshire Dry Gin uses high grade British grain spirit and filtered Yorkshire
water which is infused for 48 hours with 6 carefully selected natural botanicals. We
have not overloaded this gin with botanicals, carefully selecting our favourite ones to
give this gin a classic taste, with every botanical flavour being present in its drinking.
Juniper and coriander are at the forefront of its flavour with spicy, sweet and citrus
afternotes.
10cl measure (2 doubles to share) £10.00

Traditional Pink Gin

40.0%

With current 'Pink Gins' being sweet and fruity, we wanted to try something different
and revive 'Traditional Pink Gin'. This is achieved by blending our Yorkshire Dry Gin
with Angostura Bitters; a complex herbal brew that dates back centuries, made with
many different botanicals giving a deep and layered taste profile. Amazingly only 5
people alive know the secret recipe and we love this heritage. This gin has a clean, crisp,
refreshing taste with notes of juniper, clove and cinnamon, though there are many more
flavours to pick out.
10cl measure (2 doubles to share) £10.00

East Yorkshire Citrus Gin

45.0%

To celebrate our new distillery in Beverley and the return of the sun, the Northern Fox
wanted to create a gin that reminded us of sunny mornings, long warm nights and
ripening fruits. Citrus combines beautifully with gin so using our 3 favourite citrus
fruits we blossomed our East Yorkshire Citrus Gin. And better yet........its awardinning!!!!!
10cl measure (2 doubles to share) £11.00

Yorkshire Honeyberry Gin

40.0%

We have partnered with a pioneering East Yorkshire farm a founding UK grower of this
berry to create the one and only UK Honeyberry gin. The Honeyberry is both tart and
sweet in equal measures making this unique gin exceedingly different to anything else.
The aroma is fruity with a beautiful sharpness coming first on the palate to balance the
sweetness which arrives later.
10cl measure (2 doubles to share) £10.00

Yorkshire Roasted Coffee Gin

40.0%

A collaboration between the Northern Fox, Rumagin Spirits, The Otley Coffee Culture
Festival and the York Emporium. Our Coffee Gin has been imagined using single origin,
sustainable, ethically sourced Guatemalan - Bojangles Coffee beans, which are then
expertly roasted in Yorkshire. This gin gives hits of coffee, almond, plum and milk
chocolate with afternotes of orange.
10cl measure (2 doubles to share) £10.00

Liquorice Root Gin

40.0%

A flavour created with the historical Yorkshire treat 'Pontefract Cakes' in mind. This
real liquorice root, limited edition gin will bring back childhood memories of delight (or
distain) for the liquorice flavour. Either way, it will certainly be a talking point, and
possibly even controversial. This gin contains only three botanicals which allows the
Liquorice flavour to be the star of the show. Made with: Juniper, Liquorice Root and
Lemon Peel.
10cl measure (2 doubles to share) £10.00

Low/No Alcohol
Jever

Jever, Germany

Jever is a German beer brand, named after the town of Jever where it is brewed. It has
been brewed by the "Friesisches Brauhaus zu Jever" since 1848.

Jever Fun

Non-Alcoholic Pilsner 0.5%

Great tasting low alcohol version of the classic Jever Pilsner. Brewed in the same way as
the Pilsner with all but 0.5% of the alcohol removed once the taste has developed.
330ml bottle £2.00

Rok Soba

Jever, Belgium

The go-to lifestyle brand for good times without booze.

777 Tripel

Alcoholic-Free Tripel

0.5%

Inspired by the Belgian Trappist tradition, the Rok Soba 777 alcohol-free Tripel is
packed with complex aromas with spice and esters, offering a pleasant creaminess to the
medium, effervescent body. A classic! Vegan.

GF

330ml can £2.00

Voyager IPA

Alcoholic-Free IPA

0.5%

India Pale Ale, originally brewed and exported from Britain to India in the 18th
Century, benefiting exceptionally from conditions of the voyage to create its unique
taste. Hold fast with the Rok Soba Voyager alcohol-free IPA, brewed with classic IPA
hops for a wave of flavour and authentic taste. Vegan.

GF

330ml can £2.00

Soft Drinks
Fritz-Kola

Hamburg, Germany

Kraft Kola. Soft drinks. Done better. German made.

Kola

Kola

One of the finest Colas in the World. Real Cola nut extract & natural caffeine. Germans
do it best.
330ml bottle £2.00

Lemonade

Lemonade

A sour little devil among our drinks, The Lemonade. Less sweetness, more refreshment with a 6% Lemon Juice & 1% Orange Juice. Cloudy & unfiltered. Germans do it better.
330ml bottle £2.00

Orangeade

Orangeade

Our formula for a fruity orangeade: 10.5% orange juice, enriched with 1.5% mandarin
juice and 5% lemon juice.
330ml bottle £2.00

Pago

Eckes-Granini, Germany

Fruit juice – produced only from natural fruits.

Orange

Orange Juice

Perfectly refreshing “sweet and sour” balance of pure oranges with satisfying delicious
fruit pieces. Simply 100% fruit, nothing added.
200ml bottle £1.80

Tropical

Tropical Fruit Juice

This indulgent tropical cocktail of 100% fruits & valuable vitamins stimulates the senses
and will take you on a pure taste adventure.
200ml bottle £1.80

Cloudy Apple

Cloudy Apple Juice

Directly pressed, not filtered, to retain maximum original vitamins, nutrients & fruity
taste. Simply 100% fruit with a boost of vitamin C.
200ml bottle £1.80

Strawberry

Strawberry Juice

Different to any other strawberry drinks, Pago Strawberry uses the sweetest, ripest
berries to provide a unique intense aroma & a full bodied juice. As with all our Pago
flavours, it is completely natural with no artificial sweeteners or colourings.
200ml bottle £1.80

Mango

Mango Juice

Exotic sun-drenched mangos combined with a dash of pure passion fruit. Take time for
yourself with this full tasty aroma & unique full-bodied juice.
200ml bottle £1.80

Cranberry

Cranberry Juice

A distinctive & perfectly balanced treat, good for body & soul. Perfect for cranberry
lovers & ideal for mixing.
200ml bottle £1.80

Raisthorpe Manor

Malton, England

Premium Yorkshire Tonics

Premium

Premium Tonic Water

As the name suggests, we have created a premium tonic containing natural extracts of
Quassia and Sicilian lemon to satisfy any premium gin drinker. This is a versatile mixer
that can be paired with any premium Yorkshire gin or vodka or served simply with ice
and a slice. Vegan certified.
200ml bottle £1.40

Skinny

Skinny Premium Tonic
Water

As the name suggests, we have created a skinny premium tonic containing natural
extracts of Quassia and Sicilian lemon to satisfy any premium gin drinker. This is a
versatile mixer that can be paired with any premium Yorkshire gin or vodka or served
simply with ice and a slice. This tonic has half the calories of our premium and flavoured
tonics. Vegan certified.
200ml bottle £1.40

Citrus

Citrus Yorkshire Tonic

A versatile tonic that gives a hit of lime followed by lemon from the citrus extracts
producing a perfect mixer for a premium Yorkshire gin or vodka. This is a refreshing
tonic that leaves a slight tang on the tongue when served simply with ice and a slice.
Vegan certified.
200ml bottle £1.40

Apple & Elderflower

Apple and Elderflower
Tonic

The best companion to any fruity and floral premium gin. The crispness of the apple is
complemented by the smoothness of the Elderflower giving a tonic that is perfectly
balanced and very acceptable as a drink in its own right over ice. Vegan certified.
200ml bottle £1.40

